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Purpose

i2cwaterdisp is a program designed to read the senors pipes in the water target bags in the P0D and 
display the data graphically.  In version 1.0, the program will assume a certain setup in which up to 28 
sensors pipes can be read by one multiplexer board.

Physical Layout/Connection

i2cwaterdisp assumes that the PC is  connected to a multiplexer board via i2c.   The PC should be 
connected via serial to the i2c controller board (which is powered by a USB connection).  The i2c 
connection board is  connected to  the i2c input  port  of the multiplexer board.   There are 8 output 
channels on the multiplexer board (labeled channel 0-7).  Channels 0-6 are connected to the sensor 
boards which are attached to the top of the p0dules.  Each sensor board has 4 connectors which attach 
directly to the sensor pipes (the connectors are labeled sensor 1-4).  

i2cwaterdisp will treat the sensors pipe that is plugged into sensor 1 on the sensor board, which is 
attached  to  channel  0  of  the 
multiplexer  as  sensor  1.   The  pipe 
plugged  into  sensor  2  on  the  same 
board  is  sensor  2  and so  forth.   The 
pipe  plugged  into  sensor  1  on  the 
board in channel 1 will be labeled as 
sensor  5  and  so  forth  until  the  pipe 
plugged  into  sensor  4  on  the  board 
plugged into channel 7 will be labeled 
as sensor 28.  It should be noted that 
the  multiplexer  board  will  need  6  V 
from a separate power supply (or the 
TFB rails) in order to power itself and 
the sensor boards.

Later versions are planned to be able 
to  interface  with  any  number  of 
multiplexer boards (including none at 
all).

(Picture  on  Left:   Starting  from  the 
right,  power  supply  connected  to  the 
silver  multiplexer  board,  which  is 
connected to 7 sensors boards on the 
left.)



Starting up i2cwaterdisp

Go to /home/online/i2c/
simply type “./i2cwaterdisp” to run.  The benefit of running the program in a terminal window is that 
some output (such as raw data from the serial port) will be displayed for debugging purposes.

Main Window

The main window contains a 2 buttons at the top, a check box, status display, and a series of 4 tabs.
The Start button will start the program running, while the stop will stop the program.  If the “online?” 
checkbox is checked, the program will attempt to read data from the serial port otherwise it will attempt 
to read data from a file and display that.  Note: the online box is gray out at the start of the program 
because a calibration file must be read first before the program can run online.  

The status display shows either: “Not Running”, in which case the program is Idle, “Running Offline”, 
in  which  case  the  program is  reading  data  from a  file,  and “Running Online”,  in  which  case  the 
program is reading data from the serial port.  

Each of the 4 tabs will be described separately.

Depth Graph

This tab will show two graphs.  The upper graph will display the Depth of water that the pressure 
sensor in the sensor pipe shows.  The horizontal axis is in units of sensor number while the vertical axis 
in in cm of water.  Note: the pressure sensors used to display the depth need to be zeroed using the 
calibration data  in  the  File  Options  tab.   The  graph will  scale  as  the depth  changed,  though it  is 
important to note that any sensor number which does not have a pressure sensor or is not attached will 
always give a reading of 0.  

The graph will have 2 red lines which are used to represent the limit at which the lowest and highest 
depth differ by 5 cm.  Ideally, all depths should remain inside these two lines to avoid extra stress on 
the scintillators.  The 5 cm is currently fixed but should be variable in newer versions.

The lower graph represents the level sensors on each sensor pipe.  There are 4 level sensors (the actual 
location depends on which type of sensor pipe).  When all sensors are off, the graph will display a 0 for 
that sensor number.  As each level sensor turns on, the graph will increment by 1.  A reading of 3, for 
example,  shows that 3 level sensors are active.   Currently, the graph does not tell which sensor is 
active, merely the number of sensors which are active.



(Depth Graph Tab)

Depth Display

This tab can be used to see the actually depth reported by each sensor.  Sensor 1 starts from the upper 
left and continues to the right.  The display includes a LCD type display as well as a bar display above 
it.  There are currently 52 displays even though only 28 can currently be used.  

Sensor Board Log

This tab can be used to see what data each sensor board collects.  This is useful for debugging, looking 
at temperature, or checking which level sensors are active.  At the bottom is a button to clear every log 
(Note: this will NOT clear the file, just what is currently displayed).  

The format of the log is: Date/Time/Board Number/Depth from Pressure Sensors for the sensor pipe 
connected  to  sensor  1/lowest  level  sensor  (1=off,  0=on)/2nd lowest  level  sensor/3rd lowest  level 
sensor/highest  level  sensor/temperature  sensor  #1  on  pipe/temperature  sensor  #2  on  pipe/
(depth/level/temp for pipe in sensor 2)/(depth/level/temp for pipe in sensor 3)/(depth/level/temp for 
pipe  in  sensor  4)/Not  used  (optional  depth  sensor)/(pressure  reading  from  pressure  sensor  on 
sensorboard)/(3 temperature readings from sensor boards)/(3.3 actual voltage)/(5.0 actual voltage).



(Depth Display)

(Sensor Board Log)



(File Options)

File Options

This tab is responsible for setting the paths to the file to be written and read as well as setting the 
calibration of the depth sensors.  Before the program can be run in online mode, a calibration file must 
be read.  The calibration file is a series of number separated by spaces which is used to set the “zero 
point” for the depth sensors.  The path to a calibration file is set by the “Calibration File Name” input 
field.  The file is read by the “Read Calibration File” button and written by the “Write Calibration File” 
button.  Once a valid calibration file is read, the program can be run in offline mode.  

A dummy calibration file, “calibration.dat” has been included which will set all values to .1.  This file 
can be read to start with and then actually numbers can be determined by zeroing the depth sensors.  To 
zero the depth sensors, run the program with no water in the bags, in which case all depth sensors 
should read zero.  Most likely, the depth sensors will be off by some factor.  To rezero, take the depth 
that the sensor reads, divide by 70.31 and put that value into the Depth Sensor field.  If there are less 
than 28 sensors, or there is a sensor which does not have a depth sensors, put in “0” for that calibration. 
An empty field could cause a crash when attempting to run.  Once all fields have the appropriate entries 
in them, click the “Write Calibration File” to write a new file.

When running in online mode, the program will write data to a series of files located at the “Output File 
Root” path.  The files will be created in that directory with the names of sensors_x.dat where x=0-7. 
Sensors_1 to sensors_7 represent the data from each of the 7 sensor boards while sensors_0 represents 
data taken from possible attached temperature sensors.  Sensors_0 should NOT be read in i2cwaterdisp 
as it will cause a crash.  Note: The file will not be deleted and rewritten each time, but new data will be 
appended to the old file.



The Input Filename section tells i2cwaterdisp where to file the files that contain the read data.  This is 
important for both online and offline mode as the code currently reads the files in both cases.  There 
currently is no sensors_8.dat file which is created, but the field is included for future use.  Note: It is 
possible to alter the fields for output and input files while the program is running, but that may cause 
unknown effects and is not encourage.  It is safest to stop the program, change the file fields, and then 
restart.

Bugs/Current Limitations

• As the data is read from a file, and file control is not given up until the data is written, there is a 
delay from when the file is read and when it is displayed.  This delay is somewhat noticable and 
is much worse when a sensor board is not included (as the timeout is fairly long).  

• Reading sensors_0.dat will cause a seg fault due to incomplete array filling
• non-existent sensors will still display as “0” on the Depth Graph tab
• Sensor Logs add entries to the bottom of the list and will not scroll to the new entries.
• Only 28 pipes (1 multiplexer board) can be read.  Cannot read without the multiplexer.

Older/Text Code

The original code written by Hans-Gerd Berns will function as well, although there is less flexibility. 
This code must be recomplied to change calibrations as they are fixed in the source code and will 
output files only to the same directory that the code is in.  To obtain data from a single sensor board 
(with no multiplexer attached), run i2c_test_3 in the /home/online/i2c directory.  This will read the 
board and will output the data to i2c3.dat.  To look at multiple boards on the multiplexer, run i2c_test_4 
which ill output the data to sensors_x.dat similar to i2cwaterdisp.  Note: These programs will only run 
once, not continuously as i2cwaterdisp will.

Updating i2cwaterdisp

Updates for i2cwaterdisp will be in the form of source files which will need to be recomplied in order 
to function (this is due to library conflicts).  To apply the updates use the following commands:

cd /home/online/i2cguisource

Once in this directory, copy any .cpp or .h file to the /src directory, and any .ui files to the ui/ directory. 
(overwriting files should be okay) Now return to the /i2guisource directory.  

We need  to  alter  the  path  to  allow the  proper  version  of  qt  to  be  complied,  therefore  use  these 
commands:

PATH=/home/online/qtstatic/bin:$PATH
export PATH

after that, just type 

make

and you can run the program from /home/online/i2c as normal.


